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CHEMICAL CURRENTS, CIRCULATION, AND CROSS COEFFICIENTS IN THE
DESCRIPTON OF MATERIAL TRANSFER IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS*
In recent years a theory of material transfer through biological barriers has
been under development. The theory is thermodynamic,`8 and relations
between the measurable properties of the components of a transfer system
and the material flows through a membrane are developed without refer-
ence to the physical nature of the transfer processes. The essential assump-
tion that makes the theoretical description possible states that whenever
two or more material flows are occurring simultaneously through an ele-
ment of volume of a barrier, the flows mutually affect one another. The
flows are said to be coupled, and the extent of coupling is quantitatively
accounted for by the magnitudes of the phenomenological cross coefficients
introduced into the theoretical description of the process. It is also possible
to give physical meaning to all of the cross coefficients that appear in the
theoretical description of an isothermal material transfer system. Applica-
tion of mechanical theory to the problem demonstrates that the cross
coefficients can be regarded as functions of local concentrations and molecu-
lar frictional coefficients.`' In principle, such considerations allow a quanti-
tative description of multi-component material transfers through biological
barriers without the introduction of the less well-defined concepts of
"active transfer."8
Cross coefficients were first introduced into the descriptions of material
transfer to account for the appearance of circulating currents in systems
whose geometrical configuration was in the form of a completed circuit.
To better understand the significance of the cross coefficients, three such
systems-a thermocouple, an electrochemocouple, and a chemocouple-are
partially analyzed, and the relations between the circulating currents pres-
ent and the cross coefficients are derived. Some experimental results
obtained in the study of a simple chemocouple are also presented to demon-
strate the existence of circulations of neutral molecules, a fact that is often
ignored in the discussions of comparable biological systems.
From the thermodynamic point of view, transfer systems are called open
or closed according to whether or not they exchange material substances
with the external environment. The thermocouple and the experimental
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chemocouple described below are examples of closed systems. They do
not exchange material substances with the external environment. The
theoretical electrochemocouple and chemocouple, on the other hand, are
examples of open systems. A constant flow of material substance into
the system, through the system, and out, is assumed to be present. Living
systems are mixed systems. Some substances called, for convenience,
reactants are exchanged with the environment, while other substances
called, for convenience, distributants need not be exchanged with the
environment while the system is in operation.
THERMOCOUPLE
The first circulation widely studied was the electric current that exists in
a thermocouple. Seebeck (1826) observed an electric current in the circuit
aaf3ba depicted in Figure 1, when the barriers "a" and "b" were composed
Barrier a
Barrier b
FIG. 1. A thermocouple. The barriers "a" and "b" are different metals. The regions
a and j are at different temperatures. Note that in one barrier the thermal and
electric flow vectors are in the same direction, but in the other, the flow vectors are
in the opposite direction.
of different metals, and the regions a and Jt were at different temperatures.
The system can be brought into a steady state if a constant thermal current
into region a, I,", and if a constant but equal thermal current I,"' from
region /8 is established. From elementary circuit theory, the following
relations exist among the steady state currents in the barriers and the
input current.
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The second member of the pair of equations results from the fact that the
system is closed to the material substances, the electrons, at the junctions
a and /8; they are not exchanged with the environment. The circulation of
electrons in the circuit aa,8ba constitutes the electric current in a bimetallic
thermocouple.
If we were to assume that the physical processes responsible for the
thermal current and the electric current were independent processes, then
the equations
aO _6 o a a I' b X, - R J, - , 2
should be adequate for the description of the behavior of the thermocouple.
In equations 2,X,0P and X,"'5 are the thermal and electrical "forces" asso-
ciated with the thermal and electrical fluxes Jh and h through the respec-
tive barriers. The quantities R, and R2 are the integral thermal and elec-
trical resistance coefficients of the two metals. The first member of
equations 2 is related to Newton's law of cooling, and the second number
is Ohm's law. Equations 2 do not constitute an adequate description of
thermocouple phenomena, for equations 2 give no relation between the
electric and thermal currents.
Thomson (1854) concluded that the physical processes producing a
thermal current and the electric current cannot be independent. He assumed
that an interaction of some kind must take place between them; that is,
they are coupled processes, and more complex phenomenological equations
are required for the quantitative description of the phenomena. These
equations may be written:
OR a / '/ V2
a l/V 22 1 2 /R, J RI2 2 1 RsbJ; f J;
X2 = ~R2 J, f R2 22 =. R2t Jb R2b 0 l
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which are characterized by the introduction of the cross coefficients, R,
and R21. The cross coefficients imply that a thermal force can be associated
with an electric current as well as a thermal current in a barrier and vice
versa. Thomson also thought it likely that
/2 R21
The quantitative description of thermocouple phenomena provided by
equations 3 and 4 is in agreement with the best experimental evidence.
Onsager7'8 examined in great detail the possible couplings that may
take place between physical processes simultaneously occurring in the
volume elements of physical systems. He gave cogent reasons for believing
that when coupling occurs between the types of paired physical processes
under consideration here, the equation
I,j
-
/1
may be written. For this reason, relations between cross coefficients in the
form given by equation 5 have since been called Onsager reciprocal
relations.
The relation of a current to a flux in a barrier is given by
I Z AJ 6
for conductors of uniform cross-section and it is simple to obtain from
equations 1, 3, 6 a relation in which the electric current is expressed as an
explicit function of the cross coefficients and the thermal currents in the
two metals. This relation is
4Ub b bca
- ~A R2 #APR2
While this equation demonstrates the utility of cross coefficients in describ-
ing the coupling between such diverse physical phenomena as electric and
thermal currents, what is of more importance are the principles and con-
cepts involved. In particular, it would appear that whenever a flow of either
material substance or of energy through a system similar to that depicted
in Figure 1 is allowed to occur, circulations of energy or other material
substances within the circuit can be a consequence. The demonstration
of a circulation in any such system implies that the physical process
responsible for the flows through the individual barriers cannot be inde-
pendent processes.
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ELECTROCHEMOCOUPLE
An isothermal circuit, composed of two phases of different salt compo-
sitions connected by semi-permeable membranes of different properties, in
which an electric current spontaneously flows, was first described by
S6llner.9 The S6llner loop has the configuration depicted in Figure 2. In
the Sollner loop, the homogeneous phases a and ft contain a single salt at
different concentrations, and correspond to the isothermal regions in a
thermocouple. The barriers "a" and "b" are membranes of different perme-
abilities. That electric currents are present in model electrochemocouple
systems that are closed in the thermodynamic sense has been amply
demonstrated.'0
"
Just as in the case of a thermocouple, it would seem likely that the
possible flows through the barriers of such a transfer system are not
independent of one another, but are coupled. If so, the phenomenological
equations in the terms of the constituents present in the phases of the
system, could be written as
R,2 e~ +R,3J3=RI;J, #R2dJ2# RI3/
:?//4°R322+R33iX/ 222
1 J3 |
In equations 8, the quantity AtjR represents the differences in electro-
chemical or chemical potential of the individual constituent between the
phases a and /8 for ions or for neutral substances, as the case may be. The
subscripts 1, 2, 3 stand for sodium ion, chloride ion, and water, respectively.
These equations are written in this form to emphasize the fact that differ-
ences in the Gibbs' thermodynamic potentials can be taken as generalized
forces when the fluxes of the constituents are in units of moles per unit
area per unit time according to the concepts employed in the thermo-
dynamics of irreversible thermodynamics.""'
Equations 5 and 8 constitute a complete phenomenological description
of the transfer relations possible in the electrochemocouple. In this descrip-
tion, twelve integral cross resistance coefficients are required. The magni-
tudes of these cross coefficients can all be different. These cross coefficients
are R12", R19a, R256, Ria", R2a', and R,.G, plus a similar set for barrier "b."
A straight coefficient Riia can be shown to be related to the cross co-
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efficients. The reasoning is as follows: in isothermal material transfer
systems, the integral resistance coefficients are related to differential resist-
ance coefficients rij; that is, any Ri1 is given by'
X.9 9 R,,.= Aa> dx
in which x- x8 is the effective thickness of a barrier or membrane.
Furthermore, an rij is related to a molecular frictional coefficient.6" The
straight coefficient can be defined as the functions'5
R;,=- f,X8(C rC,)dx /0
if elementary mechanical theory is applied. The quantities C4 and Ck are
local concentrations of the constituents including Ca or Cb, the local con-
centration of the membrane material expressed in appropriate units. Thus
equations 8 express the potential differences as functions of the fluxes, the
integral cross coefficients, and the local concentration ratios of the barrier
constituents. The importance of phenomenological cross coefficients in the
description of material transfers across membranes in multicomponent
systems, cannot, therefore, be overemphasized.
That the processes are coupled is indicated by the fact that a circulation,
the electric current, exists in the electrochemocouple. Other circulating
currents are also present. The system depicted in Figure 2 can be brought
into a steady state if either water or salt is added to phase a and removed
from phase 8 at identical constant rates by some means or other. If salt
is the component flowing through the system, the circulating electric
current, IE"', in chemical units, moles per second, is related to the ion
currents in the barriers as
1C I° ?J = j . -
U I ~ElI,I,,,,i
in which z4 is a small whole number, positive or negative, and is known as
the valence or charge number of an ion. Note that while I,` is constant
in magnitude everywhere, this fact does not require that Ih' be equal in
magnitude to Ij. Indeed, because of the fact that Ri,j is taken to be
different from Rib', the barriers are assumed to have different properties;
14 is never equal to Ii&.
The maximum electric current is obtained when the barriers "a" and
"b" have a fixed charge of sufficiently large density that only ions of an
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opposite sign to that of the barriers are able to flow through the two
barriers. Then
in - z =z b= z:ut /2
However, factors other than fixed charge density contribute to the relative
magnitudes of Rfj" or Ribb. One of the more important considerations is
the relative sizes of the hydrated ions.
In addition, the flow of salt through the system induces a circulation of
water represented by
which is the result of coupling. Because of the difficulty of direct obser-
vation of the circulation of water or neutral molecules in biological systems,
these circulations are rarely discussed. Their magnitudes can be obtained
if equations similar to equation 7 are derived for the conditions prevailing
in a particular experiment.
It is instructive to write an explicit expression for the flux of an
individual constituent through a particular barrier. In general, the relation
holds for the flux of a particular constituent in any barrier. Note that the
difference of electrochemical potential or chemical potential between phases
a and f8 is not the sole factor determining the magnitude and direction of
the flux of a particular constituent. The flow of any substance in the
barrier can be said to be the result of the difference in chemical potentials
of the adjacent phase, a quantity dependent upon the temperatures, pres-
sures, and composition of phases a and fB, and the net effect of the flux of
all other constituents in the barrier. Only when the conservative force,
a quantity proportional to the gradient of chemical potential, and the net
non-conservative, drag, or frictional force, a quantity proportional to the
sum of the effects of all other constituents in relative motion through
the barrier, are equal, will steady state transfer of a particular constituent
be possible. If the flux of all other constituents is zero, then equation 14
becomes Fick's law. Thus the general theory includes Fick's law as a
special case, the case where but a single substance is flowing through
a given barrier.
In the considerations of material transfers in multicomponent systems
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across single barriers, biologists have generally assumed that each material
substance is transferred by an independent physical process. If such were
the case, then Fick's law would be applicable. However, they have routinely
found that Fick's law is inadequate in describing the material transfer
relations through a barrier in such multicomponent systems. The usual
procedure has been to assume independent transfers of the individual con-
stituents, but to assume, in addition, that Fick's law accounts for only
that part of the quantity transferred called a "passive" transfer, and that
another part of the substance is transferred by some "active" process. The
mechanism in a membrane responsible for the "active" transfer is often
called a "pump," and much effort has been expended in the attempt to give
a physical meaning to the concept of a membrane "pump." In the consider-
ations outlined above, the need for a mechanical pump in the membranes
vanishes. The important concepts are those of generalized conservative
forces represented by gradients of potential represented by Aj/A and gen-
eralized non-conservative forces or frictional forces represented by RikJk
in the phenomenological description of the transfer processes.
If a constant flow of water instead of salt enters the system depicted in
Figure 2 by way of phase a and leaves from phase J8 the relation of the
water currents to the total flow through the system is given by
jin.. je#jh =1Ivt /5
'V SVW W
and the individual ion currents through each barrier are given by
a b 0 6 1 1No41ato 0 ]c Z- /6
when the system has relaxed to a stationary state, the nonequilibrium
steady state wherein concentrations everywhere in the system are no
longer time dependent. The relation of the electric current to the circu-
lations of the individual ions is still given by equation 11. The magnitudes
and directions of the circulating currents will depend upon the magnitudes
of the cross coefficients pertinent to each barrier, and if conditions are
appropriate, the positive ions can circulate around the ring in a direction
opposite to that of the negative ion. Equations for these respective circu-
lations entirely analogous to that for the electric current in the thermo-
couple are easily derived, and are similar to equation 7.
If the system depicted in Figure 2 is closed (that is, the system no longer
exchanges material substances with the environment) the system will
relax to a state of equilibrium, and all currents and material transfers
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through the barriers will cease. To find the force responsible for the electric
current in such systems, one may proceed as follows: By cutting through
phase a the linear system
phase a, membrane a, phase 18, membrane b, phase a'
is produced. In this way the spontaneous electric current is abolished, but
material transfers through each barrier are still possible. The designation a'
is introduced to indicate that although phases a and a' are identical phases,
that is, they have the same pressure, temperature, and composition, a
difference of electrochemical potential of an ion exists between the terminal
phases. The difference in the electrochemical potential of an ion between
the terminal phases of the linear systems is related to other quantities" as
is indicated in equation 17,
0v°Z E{0ty,8,o 1/7
in which the quantities tfa and tj' are the integral electrical Hittorf trans-
ference numbers. They represent the fraction of the electric current carried
through a membrane by a particular ion if an electric current were to flow,
and in turn are complex functions of the various integral cross coefficients."2
The quantity &Iiij" is defined as" a difference in chemical potential of an
ion pair,
a>e= Lly/574 -SU#Z /8
and since the terminal phases are identical, it is obvious that
4 '/oZ, = 4y/%#Z. /9
because Attij' like Aptnm22' for neutral molecules, is zero when a and a' are
identical. Thus the ratio Api"I'/z is the same for all ions in the linear
system terminated by identical phases.
The relation between electromotive force and electrochemical potential
differences is given by"
Em£n =4u,/z . 20
in whichG3 is the Faraday constant. To measure this emf, it is necessary
to place identical reversible electrodes directly in phases a and a', or to
connect such identical electrodes to the phases with identical salt bridges.
The emf appears between the terminals of the probe electrodes. Since the
magnitude of the measured emf does not depend upon which pair of identi-
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cal electrodes is used, linear arrays, consisting of systems containing
identical terminal phases, but containing two or more phases of different
compositions, and separated by two or more barriers of different perme-
abilities, can be said to produce the generalized forces which are to be
associated with the spontaneous electric currents observed in both model
and living material transfer systems.
If the electrodes are placed in either phase a or a' and phase /8, such
a statement cannot be made, for then the measurable emf becomes a func-
tion of the ion to which the electrodes are reversible. If salt bridges are
used, still different emf's will be produced. Thus it is imprecise to say
that the system
phase a, membrane, phase /8
is a source of emf. The quantity Au,`/z4 given by
Llu'/4 Z, f/4tzsu;X 2/
has a magnitude different for each ion."'
CHEMOCOUPLE
The possibility of purely chemical systems in which chemical currents
and circulations are possible has been known for some time.' But their
importance to biological systems has received little emphasis. If the system
depicted in Figure 2 does not contain ions or has an infinite electrical
Barrier a
Phase Phase ou
Barrier b
FIG. 2. The Sollner loop, an electrochemocouple. The electrochemocouple is an
isothermal system in which an electric current can be demonstrated. Phases a and 13
are homogeneous, and contain a salt at different concentrations. The barriers "a" and
"b" are membranes with different permeabilities.
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resistance, a chemocouple is produced in which the only circulations
possible are circulations of neutral molecules or salts. This condition
obtains in the apparatus depicted in Figure 3 in which an electric current
FIG. 3. A chemocouple, consisting of phase a and j5 of different concentrations of
solutes, the barrier "a," a capillary tube and the barrier "b," a cellophane membrane.
When the solute concentration in phase a is higher than that in phase 9, water
circulates around the chemical circuit. Note that the solute current is in the same
direction as the water current through barrier "a," but opposed to the current in
barrier "b."
is prevented by the presence of the air gap. A chemical current is still
present, since the effluence from barrier "a" flows directly into phase ,.
The currents in the barrier in this system are as indicated. These currents
and their directions are determined by the relative magnitudes of the
various cross coefficients necessary to describe the observed behavior. This
isothermal system is entirely analogous to a thermocouple, but the role of
heat flow in the thermocouple is analogous to the solute currents in each
barrier, and the electric current in the thermocouple is analogous to the
circulating water current. The system depicted in Figure 3 is recognizable
as a simple osmotic system, and since it is closed in the thermodynamic
sense, it can only relax to an equilibrium state.
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Experiments were done'6 in an apparatus like that depicted in Figure 3
in which barrier "a" was a capillary tube, barrier "b" was a cellophane
300 membrane about 30 cm.2, and phases a and /3 were of nearly equal
volumes of about 150 cm.3. The system was activated by placing saturated
solutions in phase a and water in phase /8 at zero time. A spontaneous
mass flow through barrier "a" was produced. This could be measured by
weighing the effluent collected in a known interval of time.
If the interval of time is small in comparison to the half time of relaxa-
tion of the system to equilibrium, the system can be considered to be in
a steady state during this small interval of time. The homogeneity of
phases a and /3 at all times was insured by the rapid stirring produced by
magnetic stirring bars placed in the phase a and /8. The compositions of
the phases at the time of the mass flow determinations were ascertained by
chemical analyses of the effluent from barrier a and of the sample obtained
by a simultaneous withdrawal from phase /8. In this system, phase a is at
constant volume, but the pressure undergoes small changes with time.
Phase /8 is at constant pressure, but small volume changes take place there.
At any instant of time, since the system can be considered to be in a
steady state over the short time interval required to obtain the samples,
the phenomenological equations for the system can be written as
-Ajs -RssJ Jw sRs f 122
- Swf =RwosJs +RWw w - ; R sds' +R. Jw
The water circulation current is given very nearly by
dIr af1 4w IZ 23
However, If8, though in the same direction as I.' is not equal to 18b. The
system could be maintained indefinitely in a true steady state if, by some
means, solute could be added to phase a, and removed from / at identical
constant rates, in which case the water circulation current would be given
by
Zcir = AR;sis-A R:sIs24
ARw ifwA &r
It is evident that the water current is given by an equation identical in
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form to equation 7, which yields the magnitude and direction of the
electric current in the thermocouple.
The quantity measured in the present experiments is M, the mass flow
through barrier "a" per unit of time. This quantity is related to the individ-
ual flows in barrier "a" by the equation
MA =ArWd J:+ a
in which W8 and W. represent the molecular weights of the solute and
the solvent. To obtain an equation for the mass flow explicit in terms of the
cross coefficients, it is necessary to solve equations 22 for the various
fluxes. The equations obtained are
-Js = aw
.0 Jw LW oso + a w &A |2 4 = Lws 4su L4o A4u: 26
, _ w 4
The third equation arises from the fact that the barrier "a" is taken as
the reference for the fluxes, and the flux of something with reference to
itself is zero. The L's in equations 26 are functions of elements of the
inverse matrix of the R's for a given barrier. If equations 25 and 26 are
combined, the equation
M°= AWLws- LosLww: 27
I WS (L8WLss$ LasLsw) 4ul/LsW
is obtained in which the mass flow appears as an explicit function of the
inverse matrix coefficients. The difference in chemical potential of the
solute between phases a and f. can be written as
4 PS=RT/#+In?/ /7/nCS'/C//nG4/C 2
This relation suggests that it would be instructive to plot M' as a function
of log C,/C,'. In Figure 4, the mass flow is so plotted. In Figure 4 it is
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FIG. 4. The mass flow observed in a chemocouple as a function of the log of the
solute concentration ratio.
seen that the slope of the lines for each solute is nearly constant. This
implies that the function 6' in equation 29
A0 = erL's,7sc.,C r)o CSs/Cf 29
is nearly constant also and does not depend greatly upon the concentrations
of the solutes in the homogeneous phases at a given instance of time. An
explicit function for 6' may be obtained from equations 27, 28, and 29.
The lines in Figure 4 do not pass through the origin. The reason for this
is that flow through barrier "a" ceases before the system is at equilibrium
throughout. The flow ceases when the pressure differences between phases
a and ,8 become less than the pressure exerted by a column of liquid equal
in vertical height to the air gap in Figure 3.
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Just as in any other couple, the chemocouple can be modified to form
a linear transfer system. In this case, three compartment transfer systems
are produced in which individual flows in the two barriers are still present,
but circulation currents are destroyed. In such instances, it is possible to
have transfers of neutral molecules from one terminal phase to the other,
or of ions against their respective chemical or electrochemical potential
gradients because of the coupled nature of the transfer processes in the
barriers. Such a system for moving water against chemical potential gradi-
ents has already been discussed by Curran and MacIntosh.17 The model
chemocouple is a useful device by which quantitative data on osmotic
material transfer are easily obtained and in the properties of various mem-
branes can be readily studied. The principles underlying its operation are
the principles underlying circulation processes throughout nature.
LIVING CELL
In a living cell, the difference in concentrations of constituents between
the cytoplasm and the external environment is insured by the metabolic
activity of the cell. Living cells are examples of coupled material transfer
processes driven by the energy made available by the spontaneous chemical
reactions in the systems.! Whenever the membrane of a living cell has
different properties in at least two regions, then electrical and mass circu-
lation currents are possible. At the instance of fertilization of an ovum,
the region where the sperm enters must have different properties from the
rest of the cellular membrane, and currents appear in a configuration as
indicated in Figure 5.
The fertilized ovum may be regarded as an electrocouple; two phases of
different neutral molecular and ionic compositions are in a continuous
circuit with the phases separated by membranes of different properties. The
cell then exhibits an electrical polarity, and electric currents, chemical cur-
rents, and mass circulation current are produced, due to the coupling
between the physical processes associated with material transfer through
the membranes. Within the cell, eddy currents are a consequence. The
observed protoplasmic streaming may be regarded in the simplest cells as
eddy currents, the resultant of the mass circulation currents. Since in a
living cell, phase /3 is never homogeneous, and phase a is rarely homogene-
ous, the simple models discussed here must be replaced by models in which
chemical potential gradients exist throughout the current paths. The
membranes and all other regions become a single barrier, but the principles
by which the material transfers can be described remain the same.
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FIG. 5. A model for a living cell in which the cellular membrane has different
properties in at least two regions. Note the fact that the cell then has an electric
polarity, and that electric and mass current flow lines can take the configuration
indicated. The mass flow through the cell can produce internal eddy currents, one
possible source of the motion in cells known as protoplasmic streaming.
The concept of coupled physical processes, the introduction of phenom-
enological cross coefficients, begun by Sir William Thomson in 1853, the
development of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, and the
equivalent mechanical theory of material transfer greatly increase the
understanding of material transfers in the complex systems called living.
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